MINI IMPORTATION BUSINESS
DEMYSTIFIED
How to Make N200,000 and Above Monthly Importing Goods
Directly From Chinese Manufacturers on a Secret Website and
Sell for Huge Profit on Konga and Jumia… Starting With Little
Capital

I will show you how I started producing shoes from China and sell for
maximum profit on Konga and Jumia (I made over N500,000 in less than 30
days)

By

Wale Shonibare

Please pay a rapt attention, what you are about to discover will change your life forever.
In the next few minutes, you will discover:
 How to Start and run a successful Mini importation business from the comfort of
your home starting with little capital
 How Aliexpress is ripping you off and why you should NEVER think of buying
goods from Aliexpress or Dhgate if you want to be truly successful in this
business
 How to Order for goods directly from Chinese Manufacturers without the help of
a middle man (You can customize according to your specification and even have
them put your name on the product, Just like I did)
 How to sell your goods for maximum profit on two of Nigeria’s most reputable
and biggest Ecommerce sites, Konga and Jumia

The Fact is……
Several people are into the mini importation business in Nigeria today, but not all would
be as successful. Many people are even dumping the business and embracing other
means of livelihood, they are beginning to see the business as being too difficult and
making real money is only reserved for the big importers.
Who Am I and Why Should You Listen to Me?
Let me quickly introduce myself and tell you why I’m qualified to tutor you in this
business. My name is Wale Shonibare, a recent graduate of Business Administration
from the prestigious University of Lagos. I’m the proud owner of
www.importationwealth.com, the number one Mini Importation Business Blog site in
Nigeria. I started the blog so as to share ideas base on my experience in the business
with importers wannabe. I have been into the Mini importation business for more than 3
years (since my undergraduate days back in school).
I’m going to stop at that because this E-book is not about me but about those that
desires financial freedom. The Mini importation business is by far the easiest and most

profitable business anybody can lay his/her hand on. With adequate knowledge and
right guidance, you can turn a little some of amount to millions of Naira in a short
period of time. I will guide you through, let’s roll on.
Few years ago, the idea of mini importation business became viral, everybody began to
import from popular online stores in China, it’s either Aliexpress or Dhgate, these two
websites were regarded as a safe haven for mini importer, in short, people became
satisfied with low profit, hence they didn’t deem it fit to find alternatives on how to
import things at a cheaper rate. I can confidently tell you that Aliexpress and Dhgate are
ripping off their customers, I would show you proofs later on and would also share with
you a website that has been kept as a secret for a very long time. On this website, items
can be bought at very ridiculous prices, and the process of buying from them is almost
the same as that of Aliexpress, but before I share the secret website with you, I would
show you how you’re being ripped off by Aliexpress, this would make you understand
how valuable the information am about to share with you is.
To Americans and Europeans, buying from Aliexpress might be very cheap. after all, their
currency is superb and can match up with other country’s economy, but to a Nigerian,
importing a polo shirt for $11 (#1800) is quite expensive, because a quality polo shirt is
priced within the range of #1500 to #2000 in Nigeria market, take note that the
importer is responsible for the shipping cost, which means the cost of buying a polo
shirt might be as high as $15 (#2400), provided you’re ordering in bulk and using cheap
courier service; How then do you want to make profit, if you venture into this kind of
business? Let’s move on, this revelation will shock you.
Firstly, we need to understand the Chinese currency and its current worth against the
Naira.

The current exchange rate of Yuan against our Naira is 26.86 (1 Yuan = N26.86 approx.
N27). So, each time we do our analysis we just multiply the price we have on the
Chinese site by this exchange rate to give us the actual value of the product in our local
currency. we also need to know the current value of Dollars against Naira (As at the time
of my writing)

On the local Chinese website I would be sharing with you, this cool Polo shirt is sold for
16 Yuan (approximately #430).

On the ‘Almighty’ Aliexpress, the same product is sold for $11.88. So, we multiply 11.88
by 164.50 which will give us 1954.26 (approximately #1955). Can you see the huge
difference? Do you know how many of the shirt you will buy on the Chinese website
with this money? Do the calculation yourself

This analysis applies to other items on Aliexpress not just clothes alone. Let’s check out
some other products

Take for instance the power bank device, buying a 5600mAh power bank on the secret
Chinese website can be as cheap as 29 Yuan (#700), on Aliexpress, the same power bank
is sold for $9 (Approximately #1500) pictures don’t lie, see the screenshot from both
website yourself.

Let's check out the analysis of one of my best selling products, Fashionable Wrist
watches. I so much love selling wrist watches, most especially to the ladies. I once made
N100,000 in 7 days just selling wrist watches alone

This fashion female watch is sold for 16 Yuan (Approx. N430). However, on Aliexpress
this same product sells for much higher price, $5.99 (Approx. N985)

Checking out another wrist watch.......

The above wrist watch costs 13 Yuan (Approx. N350), while on Aliexpress it goes for
$4.99 (Approx. N820). Let’s check out another product. A unique and fashionable
Burberry shirt

The polo shirt goes for 30 Yuan (Approx. #810)

The price of this product on Aliexpress is almost $8 (Approx. #1320). You can see the
amount of money you are saving ordering from this website rather than Aliexpress.
There is virtually no product you can't purchase on this Chinese Manufacturers' site.
From Furniture to clothing, Computer products and accessories, Toys, Bed, Kitchen and
Garden Equipment, Foot wears, just name it.......... at surprisingly cheap prices. Let's check
out some of these products and their prices.

This Mini Dinning table will cost you 330 Yuan (N9, 000). Hard to believe right? Do the
search yourself

Look at this beautiful Living room furniture; it costs just 1,988 Yuan (Approx. 53, 500).
Check at different shops where imported furniture are sold and compare.

A Mini Laptop for 448 Yuan (Approx. 12,000)
Aliexpress is designed specifically for international buyers, this explains why the price of
their item is very high, on local Chinese website, there is no income tax, international tax
or any duty payment, hence items are sold at a very cheap price, and this is where most
Chinese order their items. By the time you’re done reading, you would know the secret
Chinese website am referring to. I think the above proof is enough to make you want to
know about the secret Chinese website as soon as possible.
Now! I will have to stop the comparative analysis here and reveal this my “So Called”
secret website. Not to waste too much time, the website is known as 1688.
There you are! That’s the exact secret of most importers in the country. You could see
that the language is purely in Chinese, it means it’s strictly for Chinese people. There are
millions of goods here on this platform at very ridiculous prices. Have you ever been to
the Mandillas or Balogun market in Lagos-island and wonder how this people manage
to sell their goods for low prices? If you are looking to start a Mini fashion outfit,
Mandillas and Balogun market are your sure bet to buy goods at cheap prices. But now,
you even have a place where you can buy cheaper than those cheap prices in the local
market. I’m sure you are getting excited by now.
I guess I know what is going through your mind right now, like “If the site is meant for
Chinese only, why revealing it to Nigerians then? Isn’t the information useless and a

complete waste of time?” Well! If you relax a little bit you will get the whole gist and
how you can also order from the site even if you don’t understand a bit of the Chinese
language (I don’t understand the language myself and I don’t want to).
I will want you to just go to the website and check things out yourself, compare with
Aliexpress price and also prices from the local market. This year alone, I have made
hundreds of thousand Naira buying and reselling goods from this website, from the
comfort of my home.
But how do we order and get the goods down to Nigeria?
I know this is the question on your mind now, and I am going to tell you how to do that.
Buying from 1688 can be a little tricky because of it being a strictly Chinese website, but
you can actually overcome that with the help of a freight forwarding company. There are
several Nigerian companies in china that are into the business of shipping goods down
to Nigeria. They understand the China market very well because they are always in
partnership with the Chinese people.
The service of these freight forwarders includes helping you purchase from China and
sending goods down to Nigeria. You don’t have to bother yourself. All you need to do is
to search for goods on the website and send the links to them, they will handle the rest.
You receive your goods here in Nigeria within 1-7 days.
This is the best business you can run in Nigeria today either part-time or full time. With
the right knowledge and Guidance you can turn a mere N10, 000 into millions of
Naira within 12 Months. And I am ready to help you achieve that.
I'm ready to take you by the hand and show you how to get started buying goods
from China at the comfort of your home at ridiculous prices and sell for high profit
on JUMIA and KONGA

If You Are Ready To Put A Stop To Your Financial Problems, You Must STOP Every Other
Thing You Are Doing And Read Thoroughly the final part of this Information Over And
Over Again…….. And Then, TAKE ACTION!
When I first made this discovery, I couldn’t believe it myself. All we have been thought
and learned from the so called importation gurus centered on buying from Aliexpress
and Alibaba. Although, goods are available for purchase on these two sites, but I will
point out their shortcomings to you. Challenges that can break you in this line of
business.

The Minimum order quantity (MOQ) on Alibaba which is usually as high as thousands of
pieces is a turn off for new and small players in the importation business and those with
limited financial resources. And also there exist lots of scammers on the Alibaba
platform. Aliexpress on the other hand is filled with lots of goods at higher prices like I
have proved to you above. The truth is most sellers on Aliexpress are not real
manufacturers; they are wholesalers/retailers who buy from Manufacturers in small
amount and sell at exorbitant prices to people.

Now! Let me ask these questions?
Are you ready to join the importation millionaires club? I mean starting your own
importation business empire from the comfort of your home.
Are you ready to learn all the tricks involved in this business?
Are you ready to achieve and live your dream life?
Are you ready to learn how to sell your goods for maximum profit here in Nigeria
partnering with the two largest E-commerce sites; Jumia and Konga
If you answered YES to all these questions, then get ready for the most important
moment of your life….. The very day your financial story would be re-written.

INTRODUCING!!!
MINI IMPORTATION BUSINESS SECRET DEMYSTIFIED – A ground breaking E-book
on how to buy cheap goods on 1688 and two other similar websites, and ship them
down to Nigeria within 24 hours (101% Guaranteed)…. And also discover how to partner
with Jumia and Konga (Showing you how I made N500, 000 in less than 30 days on
these two sites)

If you do not desire to start an importation business and generate massive income to
live the life of your dreams then this E-book is definitely not for you and I highly
recommend you STOP reading this write-up right now.
However if you really want to cut through all BS and discover how to start and run a
successful importation business that is bound to make you millions of Naira in a short
space of time………… Then Keep Reading
I am going to reveal the complete information of this Importation wealth formula to
Just 50 people. Yes! You saw it right Just 50 people

No Hype
NO Gimmicks
100% Guaranteed
You will be amazed by what you will discover
Let’s get something clear here.
I am revealing this secret system to you for a SINGLE purpose and that purpose is to
hand over to you the exact strategies, tools and tactics that I use to import goods

from the comfort of my home and how I sell for maximum profit here in Nigeria,
And How I was able to partner with “Almighty” Jumia and Konga
And get this straight…..
This information is clear cut, straightforward and powerful….. It’s the exact secret big
importers uses to generate huge profit from this business. You think people travels to
China these days to buy goods, you had better think again.

I guarantee that this is by far the easiest way to financial Freedom; I believe you know
this already; I don’t have to say much on that. Importation business remains the best
business anybody can do anyday anytime.
Picture yourself sitting in front of your computer, and buying goods for cheap prices as
if you are in China, then reselling for maximum profit here in Nigeria. I will reveal the
complete info to you in this e-book. The motive of revealing this information and
writing this E-book is to reduce the level of unemployment and poverty in this country.
A Chinese once said and I quote, “There is money everywhere in Nigeria, I just
don’t understand why Nigerians are living a poor life”. Well! I think I know the
reason… It’s information. You see, information is powerful and key. The reason why you
are not living your dream life yet is because you are yet to figure out what works and
what doesn’t. Without you getting the real information of how things are done and how
to make it in life, I bet you will be locked in the rat race of life.
I know you still want some proof. Don't worry; I will give it to you. Below are screenshots
of my accounts on Konga and Jumia

What you have here is the screenshot of my Konga account, and you can see the red
circle showing you how much I have made so far. Actually, the figure represents a 30
days sales period; that is, I made this amount in less than 30 days. You can also see
other statistics of my account. 246 of my goods has been delivered, 86 just accepted, 19
already shipped and so on....

The statement here shows the total money generated within 2 weeks; between 15th of
Sept to 30th of Sept, 2014. I have to cover my store name in the picture above because
it’s against Jumia's Policy.

This screenshot shows the total revenue for the period of October 1st to October 14th,
2014.
That is it! My success formula is quite simple........ I have order for great and quality
products from 1688 at very cheap rates and sell for substantial profit on JUMIA and
KONGA......
Without
any
marketing
effort.
You can get these manufacturers to brand these goods in your name and this is what I
do now. I don't import randomly, I already have a niche and any product I'm selling
always carry my brand name, PHANTOM BOSS. See the picture below for some shoes I
had them customized for me.

These are some of my designs. Let's do some calculation here:
The cost of the shoe is 24 Yuan/ pair (Approx. N650)
Quantities produced: 400 pairs
Total Amount: N257, 000
Cost of shipping and Clearing: 172, 000 (It's high because I used Air Cargo, Sea Cargo is
far lesser)
Total: N429, 000
Profit Analysis:
Selling price on Jumia/Konga: N4,000/Pair
Expected Revenue Figure: N4,000 multiply by 400 pairs = N1,600,000
Less Jumia/Konga Commission = 310,000
Total Revenue Realized = 1,290,000
Less Product cost = 429,00
NET PROFIT= N861,000
I need to point out to you here that I didn't start this big. It will interest you to know that
the first time I got started with this importation business, i ordered just 30 pieces of
female wrist watches and even the first time I had them produced the shoes in my
name, I ordered for just two cartons (40 pairs). I built up the business gradually to this
level and I'm still growing higher. With determination, you can achieve the same result
and I'm ready to be your guide
Maybe you are still in doubt about this! Check out the exactly what you are going to
learn in this E-book:

 Why you should be in the importation business and why NOW is the right time to
get started

 How to navigate through the 1688 website without stress (I will show you how to
translate the website to English Language)

 How to search for cheap products on 1688.com
 How to negotiate with the Chinese people. Don’t worry about not understanding
the Language, I will show you how to talk to sellers on 1688 and negotiate with
them.

 The two secret tools you must have to be successful in this business. I will reveal
and hand you these tools

 My 10 top selling products of all time. I won’t just tell you how to go about it; I
will show you what has been working for me. 10 different products that has been
making me huge profits.

 How to ship your goods down to Lagos in 24 hours. Yes! You saw it right; I will
show you how your goods will leave China and get to Lagos within 24 hours

 Working with Freight Forwarders: I will show you 5 Freight forwarding companies

that will help you handle all your shipping and clearing. All the hard work has
been done for you, Just to pick up your product and pay the required shipping
cost.

 I will reveal to you my most trusted Freight forwarder. They are the cheapest in
the industry and have a fantastic customer relationship.

 How to pay Chinese players. One of the challenges to overcome in this line of

business is paying suppliers without getting duped. I will show you the different
methods I use in paying Chinese suppliers and the most cost effective method.

 How to sell off your products quickly for maximum profit. I won’t just show you

how to buy goods from China, but I will also reveal to you my secret methods of
selling my goods off quickly. See one of my write-ups on Nairaland on how I
made N100,000 profit in 7 days selling some wrist watches I ordered from China
http://www.nairaland.com/1586143/how-made-n-profit-days. This is just the tip
of the iceberg; I will show you the real and complete marketing strategy. Follow
my simple strategies and you won’t have problem selling your goods quickly here
in Nigeria.

 How

to partner with Jumia and Konga: This is where the real money is.
Imagine having the opportunity to partner with the two largest E-commerce

sites in the country….. That Means Loads of Sales Daily (Check out the
images above for my Konga and Jumia Account screenshots)

 5 products you should avoid like plagues. If you really want to make money quick
in this business, there are some products you shouldn’t think about buying and I
will reveal them to you.

 Access to my special closed Facebook Group. You will become a lifetime member
of my group on Facebook where I can easily monitor your progress and I share
more ideas with you.

 And Lotssssssssssssssssssssssssss More

Unconditional 100% Money Back Guarantee
If after reading this E-book, you feel that you have not learnt anything that will better
your life and set you on your path to financial Freedom forever, ask for a full refund of
your Money. I will gladly refund you, that’s right 100%.

Why would I make such a one-sided guarantee in your favor?
Well, the truth is I’m not really worried about refunds because I am so confident that
you will be fully satisfied. I must confess to you that what you are going to gain from
this E-book would be so much so such that after the first day, you might want to pay in
extra fees because your mind will be whispering to you that this is more than what you
paid for.
If you have read this report up to this point and you still do not see reason to join the
importation millionaires club, then I really do not know what you are looking for.

It has never been my habit of hosting seminars or writing E-books, I’m not really into the
Information Marketing Business. All I do is sit behind my Laptop and research for goods
to buy and resell. This is my first E-book, so I’m really putting in my best to make it
something of a huge value for YOU. An Opportunity for you to take advantage of this
great value at the LOW Price that this goes for.
I initially wanted to charge N25, 000 for this information because of its great value but I
want this ONE to be a break for all those who have been complaining about not having
money to buy Info Products or attend seminars.
As a result for this time only, The price for the E-book will go for N4,000 only
BUT!!!
I’m not saying this E-book is available for every Tom, Dick and Harry at that price ooooo;
it’s only for the FIRST 20 People. The Price will go up to N10, 000 immediately the 20
people take up the offer.
NOTE: I’m actually annoyed with myself that I am pricing this E-book this low….. Because
the pain of having to sit down to write and then type this post you are reading is so
enormous and also the stress of putting the information together in form of an e-book

PAYMENT INSTRUCTION
To order for the E-book, simply pick up your phone and call me on 08158787471 or
08121742348 to know if you are among the first 20. Then if you are confirmed to be
among the Lucky Early Birds, simply walk into any Branch of GUARANTY TRUST BANK
and pay into this Account:
Account Name: Wale Shonibare
Account Number: 0139328382

After paying send a text to 08158787471 or 08121742348 with following information:
Name, Amount Paid, Deposit Slip Number, date of Payment and your Email Address.
Your package would be forwarded to you immediately I confirm your payment
So lets wrap this up (My Fingers are seriously aching)
It’s your opportunity to join the Importation Billionaires club. Don’t watch others as they
continue to make money. It’s your time to claim your share of this Multi-Billion Naira
Empire.

Don’t even think of missing this.
PS: If you have any question for me, you can call me on 08158787471 or 08121742348.
I’ll be glad to talk to you.
PSS: Remember the first 20 people are those that are eligible to pay N4,000. Order after
the first 20 people is N10,000.
PSSS: Revealing this information to just 50 people

